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There can be no successful digital transformation without the right people. New technologies and business models quickly become commodities that are available to all industry players. What makes the difference between winners and losers is the ability to identify, recruit, and retain the digital talent that makes the technology work—and uses it to develop new ideas and create new business opportunities. To build the people side of digital, companies need to answer four questions:

**WHO** are the new digital employees that the organization needs? We identify more than 20 core profiles.

**WHERE** can the talent be found for these job profiles? We offer a model that ranks 80 cities along a set of criteria for digital talent.

**HOW** can this digital talent be engaged, recruited, and retained? We identify some of the best practices to follow.

**WHAT** are the skills that the current workforce needs to keep pace with the digital transformation? A digital skill matrix can help answer this question.
As digital transformation disrupts the workplace, one factor more than any other will determine which companies turn digital to their advantage. That critical element is people: the talented employees who are able to use existing digital technologies and adapt to evolving methods and new approaches. Without these employees, companies will struggle to benefit as they should from the latest advances—everything from Industry 4.0 and robots to artificial intelligence, data science, virtual reality, and new digital business models.

The technologies themselves will be evolving and relatively easy to exchange, but the workers capable of using them will be scarce. In fact, we expect a severe shortfall in digital talent around the world by 2020, when, according to a Gartner study, 30% of tech jobs will be unfilled owing to digital talent shortfalls. According to recent BCG research, even today, the biggest perceived technology challenge is not data security or the need to invest but a lack of qualified employees. Digitally talented people are already so highly in demand that many large, traditional companies must reinvent themselves to attract them. Our research shows that only 25% of the digitally skilled people found in online recruiting databases today are working at companies with 10,000 or more employees.

Companies should respond to this challenge by building new pools of skilled digital employees. To do so, they must understand who these potential employees are, where they can be found, and how they can be attracted and retained. Companies also need to know what kinds of talent can be nurtured within the existing employee base; digital talent must come not only from the acquisition of new personnel for specific jobs but also from the development of digital skills in existing roles.

Lastly, companies must bring the entire organization along on the journey, creating a true digital culture and inculcating in their employees a deep understanding of the company’s digital imperatives and a mastery of select skills across all functions. If the growth in digital talent outpaces the ability of the rest of the workforce to keep up, the company as a whole will be left behind.

Answering the Who, Where, How, and What
To build and retain a strong pool of digital talent, companies must answer four important questions. They need to understand who is available on the market and who makes up the core of digital talent already in place across the business, and they need to identify the new digital job profiles and the number of digital employees
required in the near future. They must next understand where to find the required employees over the medium and long term—and how to recruit and retain them. Finally, they need to understand what digital skills need to be nurtured and developed among their existing workers. Without skilled staff, there can be no digital transformation.

**The “Who”**

For any digital people strategy, the first step is defining what “digital talent” means. Until the company fully understands the digital profiles, or job functions, available in the market and within the company, there can be no clear way to determine how many digital employees—and in what profiles—it must recruit, develop, and retain.

To facilitate such understanding, we have identified (through analysis of nearly a million recruitment profiles and from dozens of interviews with practitioners) six areas where digital talent can have the most impact. These areas are digital business, digital marketing, digital development, advanced analytics, Industry 4.0, and new ways of working. Digital business experts come up with innovative ideas for new digital business models; marketing experts know how to use the multitude of digital channels to approach customers; development experts help build these channels; analytics experts aggregate data to understand what customers like and want; Industry 4.0 experts work with the manufacturing side to create new products; and new ways of working experts use innovative methods that improve overall efficiency and transform the organizational culture. (See Exhibit 1.)

Within those six areas, we find 20 core digital profiles that are essential for a sustainable digital transformation in any business—and in any industry. While there may be some exceptions, most of what any company needs in digital talent is included in these profiles. The following are several profiles from the six areas of impact:

- **The digital venture strategist** provides leadership across any stage of a digital business model, whether the strategist is sitting in a digital spinoff, digital department, strategic function, or elsewhere.

- **The marketing automation specialist** supports digital marketing using artificial-intelligence bots to interact with customers online.

- **The user interface (UI) and user experience (UE) designers**, part of the digital development impact area, focus on interfaces and experiences for users of software applications.

- **The data scientist**, part of the advanced analytics team, analyzes and interprets data and is capable of, for instance, finding hidden connections or interesting patterns in data.

- **The robotics and automation engineer** builds, configures, and tests robots, primarily for manufacturing purposes.

- **The scrum master** is proficient with the latest ways of managing development projects and facilitating agile ways of working.

Digital talent must come not only from the acquisition of new personnel for specific jobs but also from the development of digital skills in existing roles.
For each profile, our analysis identifies core skill sets, the best locations in which to find the skills, and the best-in-class employers, along with subprofiles (for example, “robotics and automation engineer” is an umbrella term that includes the subprofiles perception engineer, robotics software engineer, test and automation controls engineer, and human-robot interaction architect, among others).

One international manufacturer with over 100,000 employees used these profiles to analyze its current and expected digital talent base and understand its need for—and supply of—digital talent over the medium term. It first estimated what each planned digital initiative would require in terms of the 20 profiles. It then refined the results through workshops with key functional experts, an internal analysis of the company and its functional strategies, and a careful look at external trends. With the final estimates in hand, the company analyzed internal data about the digital talent available in house—along with historical attrition rates—to create a model that forecasted the demand, supply, and resulting gap for each profile. As a result of this extensive planning effort, the company found—to its surprise—that it would need to triple its existing digital talent base and train or retrain the majority of its employees in order to execute its digital agenda and stay competitive.
We believe a similar strategic planning effort could help other companies understand their digital talent needs—and provide valuable insights as they embark on the recruitment and development effort to fill the inevitable gaps. (See Exhibit 2 for a workforce planning example.) The planning effort can employ several scenarios based on various assumptions about the future demand for, and supply of, digital talent. And the scenarios can be updated as assumptions are confirmed or refuted.

**THE “WHERE”**
As companies begin their recruiting efforts, they need to know not only whom they are looking for but also where to look. This is particularly true for organizations with a global footprint. These organizations must identify cities that have a good supply of digital talent—cities where the company will seem attractive to native residents and where the company will be able to build up its digital resources over the medium to long term.

To support this process, BCG uses a model of the top 80 digital hot spots across four continents. We rank each location on 22 factors in six dimensions, which include the supply and demand of digital talent, the general business environment, the environment for startups, digital activity among leading industry players and technology firms, and other considerations. (See Exhibit 3.)

Organizations should take each of the six dimensions into consideration when determining the best location. Is the company looking for several hundred highly skilled programmers at a reasonable cost? Is it looking to attract the best talent in digital innovation? Is it building new digital business models? Factors such as the

---

**EXHIBIT 2 | Strategic Workforce Planning Reveals Future Gaps**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FRONT-END DEVELOPER</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIGITAL PRODUCT MANAGER</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-73</td>
<td>-63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLUTION ARCHITECT</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACK-END DEVELOPER</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>-52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shortfall (%) | -75 | -50 | -25 | -15 | -5 | 5 | 15 | 20 | 25 | > 25 | Surplus (%)

**Source:** BCG analysis.

**Note:** Shortfall/surplus data represents percentages of required workforce.
number of startups, the presence of global tech players with whom the company will compete for talent, the overall wage level, and the number of relevant patents generated in the candidate city should all be considered. The company should weight each factor according to the types of digital talent it seeks.

We note that this analysis is usually made more complex by a company’s existing global presence, which has clear implications for the choice of a new entity’s location. The nature of a company’s current presence makes a difference, because there are several possible ways to build a digital talent base, including greenfield investment, cooperation with a local university, startup acquisition, and participation in an incubation hub.

In a large-scale digital talent search, of course, there is no single best answer to the “where” question. For many traditional companies, it may be too frustrating and cost-intensive to search for talent in tier 1 locations such as Silicon Valley. Instead, they might have better luck in tier 2 cities. A structured analysis of the company’s needs, combined with a model of its current and future locations, can yield valuable insights.

**THE “HOW”**

Once the company has a detailed understanding of the “who” and the “where,” it needs to tackle the “how”—how to recruit and select the right digital talent in an era when high demand for such talent and low-cost access to information put the power in the hands of the job candidates.

**Step into their shoes.** On the basis of our analysis of more than 100 recruiting methods and interviews with more than 50 top recruiters, we have identified several best practices in the search for scarce digital resources. Most important of these, we believe, is understanding how digital employees think. Although the 20 digital profiles we found in our research represent very different backgrounds and
skill sets—from experienced coders with a classic IT background to Generation Y and Z self-taught entrepreneurs, freelancers, and conventional top-university neophytes—they seem to share a digital mindset.

The employees with this mindset are entrepreneurial and inclined to data-driven decision making. They focus on user-centric product and service development and are passionate about creating and building. They are experienced in multidisciplinary teams and show a strong tendency toward collaborative and agile ways of working.

When it comes to the work environment, digital employees are more concerned about their product portfolio—the projects and products they build—than about prestigious titles or linear career paths. They want to be surrounded by inspiring peers and thought leaders in their field of expertise. In addition, they are more open than traditional employees to unconventional forms of compensation, such as stock options and shares in intellectual property. Many also want to make a meaningful, positive impact on the world, and most would like to define their own work-life balance. In short, digital employees make up a specific recruiting pool that requires new ways of attracting and selecting talent.

Install tech-savvy recruiters. More than 90% of digital employees today use online tools and communities in their job search. And they find new jobs in an average of less than two weeks. To compete for these individuals, traditional recruiting practices are not enough. (See Decoding Global Talent: 200,000 Survey Responses on Global Mobility and Employment Preferences, BCG report, October 2014.) Companies today need recruiting staff with social media and online networking skills, HR software capabilities, and digital knowledge. Only programmers can recruit programmers; recruiters must speak the language of their candidates. The recruiting team at one consumer goods company, for example, uses advanced machine learning platforms to write job postings. These platforms can instantly predict the performance of a recruiting post—by comparing it to more than 70 million other posts—and provide options for improving it. Such posting makeovers lead not only to faster hiring but also to broader reach and better fit.

Look to new talent channels. Most organizations have already developed some form of strategy for online recruiting; however, their plans often fall short. One reason is that the digital talent they seek might be using only group-specific recruiting platforms, such as AngelList for entrepreneurs, GitHub and Stack Overflow for engineers, Dribbble and Behance for designers, or Kaggle for data scientists. Recent technophile graduates may be using platforms such as The Muse or apps such as Debut in their job hunts. To reach these people, companies need to use the appropriate platforms.

Other channels also serve well. Google, for instance, uses internal referrals as a principal recruiting channel. It has also turned to developing countries in its search for software engineering talent, collaborating with Andela, a global engineering organization that recruits job candidates from the top 1% of software development talent in Africa, shapes them into technical leaders, and then connects them with Google USA and other global technology companies.
Target their interests. Recruiters can also reach a broader pool of digital employees by addressing their interests directly. They can connect with digital talent in person, for example, by participating in targeted informal events such as CreativeMornings, a breakfast lecture series for the digital community that takes place in cities around the world. These events allow creative people of all types to mingle, network, and share insights before the workday begins.

Other methods include sponsorship of virtual competitions through online communities such as HackerRank or of live events such as hackathons, or codathons, which bring together large groups of programmers—typically students—to build websites, mobile apps, and other projects in a relatively short amount of time.

Buy and build. A more costly approach to recruitment is “acqui-hiring”: buying a company not for its business or product line but for its talent. In 2016, for example, GM purchased Sidecar, an app-based ridesharing service provider, acquiring not only the company’s software but also 20 employees—including Sidecar’s cofounder and chief technology officer—with digital skills and know-how. Alternatively, companies can create digital hubs or subsidiaries that have a startup-like environment and are therefore more attractive to young digital talent, keeping them somewhat separate from the larger, more traditional corporate culture. (See the sidebar.)

ACCELERATING THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

One global industrial goods player saw that its digital technologies and business models were drastically disrupting major segments of its product and service lines, and responded with an ambitious digital transformation program. A principal element of the program was the establishment of a digital accelerator unit, which ran the most important digital development projects, developed digital talent, established new working models, and spearheaded the broader organization’s digital success. (See the exhibit.)

In view of the detailed “who,” “where,” “how,” and “what” requirements that we have described, along with the need to act quickly, the company decided to rely on a strategic partnership to help build and operate the digital accelerator until the company develops the capabilities to sustainably operate the accelerator on its own.

The company’s digital accelerator today has more than 150 dedicated employees, manages more than 30 digital projects, and contributes significantly to digital capability building for the entire business. During the yearlong effort to build the accelerator, the strategic partner helped with the following:

- Identifying the most important digital job profiles needed for the accelerator
- Creating an employer branding strategy that would make the accelerator and the company attractive to digital talent
- Selecting and using a number of specific recruitment channels
Using targeted interview and selection techniques to pick the right talent for the accelerator

Starting to build an organization and the respective processes and culture that would engage digital talent

Establishing a capability-building system, both for the accelerator and for the company as a whole, that would be used to train and develop digital skills on different levels

Developing various methods for linking the accelerator to the larger business—in a way that would bring the best of both entities to joint projects and support the diffusion of new working models from the digital accelerator to the corporate organization, while keeping the accelerator separate and preserving its unique atmosphere

Working with a strategic partner made it possible for the company to significantly shorten the time needed to establish the accelerator, as well as to support teams across many functions and to avoid most of the traps and early mistakes that can be inherent in such a venture.
Digitalize and personalize. Once the right target groups have been reached, it’s the selection and recruiting process that will distinguish the successful company from its competitors. Most traditional companies still need to speed up and automate this process—to become fully digital. Throughout the recruiting process, companies should try to maintain a personal touch, finding a way to balance digital methods and personal appreciation. Some companies are using prerecorded video interviews to ask customized questions and gather responses from job candidates early in the screening period, while others are reaching out more proactively to keep candidates engaged until the final decision is made.

Retain the new talent. With so many new digital employees in their ranks, companies need to create an environment in which these individuals will want to stay for the long term. They can do so by, for example, providing ongoing learning opportunities and interesting career paths. Google and Procter & Gamble found a way some years ago to move talent around—not only internally but also between the two organizations. This partnership came about as P&G sought to do a better job of marketing itself online and Google was looking to big consumer goods companies for more advertising money.

Companies can also keep talented employees in the fold with programs and policies that show personal appreciation, create a positive work-life balance, and cultivate a collaborative, flexible workplace.

THE “WHAT”
Although recruiting a new pool of digital talent with specific profiles is essential, the enormity of the demand for digitally savvy employees means that not everyone can be brought in from outside the business. Nor would a company want to turn over the majority of its workforce. Instead, it is today’s marketing, finance, manufacturing, HR, and other staff who make up the core of the workforce for the digital journey.

To understand how much of the demand can be met internally, companies must first understand what digital skills are needed by which of their current functions and job profiles. When these needs are fully defined, companies can then create and institute a digital enablement program to train employees to the appropriate levels.

What digital skills, at what level? Because “digital” is a vast domain covering many types of technologies and activities, companies rarely have a comprehensive list of the capabilities they need or a clear understanding of which capabilities each internal role requires. The six areas of impact, introduced in Exhibit 1, can help here. Within these areas, we have identified more than 100 digital skills, such as the ability to understand digital business models, the ability to design cutting-edge digital products, and the ability to use agile working methods outside of IT.

Not all skills must be mastered to the same level in every role. For each of the skills related to a given role, the company should identify which of three proficiency levels is required:

- **Basic** awareness of the skill’s value and purpose; knowing whom to turn to if this skill is required

Throughout the recruiting process, companies should try to maintain a personal touch, balancing digital methods and personal appreciation.
• **Intermediate** possession of the skill

• **Advanced** mastery of the skill; the ability to train others

And no employee requires more than a few of these skills; just three to five are typically enough for most of today’s functions, depending on the industry, the size of the company, the level of specialization in the function, and other company-specific characteristics.

When setting up a digital enablement program, it is essential to understand the level and number of the individual skills required for each role. A comprehensive digital-skill matrix can help. (See Exhibit 4 for an example.) To develop this matrix, an organization looks at its corporate functions and aligns them along the list of digital skills; then, using a tailored agile “sprint,” or iterative, approach, HR and the relevant function work together to create a detailed, company-specific version.

The matrix shows the profile group (finance, for example), the subprofiles within the group (such as controllers, accountants, and treasurers), the top digital skills each subprofile needs, and the maximum skill levels that could be required. The matrix also includes the number of full-time employees in each profile, which allows the company to see how many employees will be needed and what kind of skill building each function will require.

We recommend training a group of employees in no more than five digital skills at a time. Attempting to do more is difficult, particularly as part of a firm-wide transformation. To determine which of the more than 100 skills are the most important for a given function, the company should hold digital sprint workshops and discussions with representatives of each pertinent subprofile.
Institute digital enablement. With the digital-skill matrix in hand, HR can begin to develop the company's overall digital enablement journey. It will want to move quickly, as the digital products, channels, business models, analytics, and working methods are already in place or are just around the corner.

Of the three skill levels, basic awareness is the easiest to build and the most relevant to large groups of employees. Awareness can be developed using online tools, training materials from vendors, and even publicly available resources. For the intermediate and advanced levels, skill building naturally requires more time and resources. Exactly how much more depends primarily on the skills being considered within each function; however, a mix of training, experience-based learning, practice, and even job rotation are typically required.

Digital enablement is a long journey; it can typically take years, depending on the starting point, the size of the business, and the resources applied. Yet the effort pays off from the very beginning, as employees across functions can use their new skills, even on the initial levels, immediately.

Toward a New Culture

It does little good to hire an artificial-intelligence specialist or a team of data analysts if the rest of the organization has no idea why these new employees have arrived. And digital talent will have little inclination to join or stay with an organization in which they do not feel at home. The most important step in the long-term hiring and retention effort is therefore to use the new talent to help create a true digital culture, one that permeates the organization, brings the entire workforce on the digital learning journey, and inculcates a deep understanding of the company's digital imperatives.

In the short term, traditional organizations may be able to incorporate digital talent into a loose satellite structure, but they will quickly find that they need to make a significant cultural shift in the broader company. Digitalization cannot remain a closed-shop exercise; it must reach far beyond the accelerator model if it is to pull the entire organization along and be sustainable.

To create a truly digital culture, the organization needs to introduce and adapt to new forms of cooperation, implementing more project-based work and running these projects in a more flexible way. It must introduce new working methods such as agile and user-centric product design, along with more experimentation and creativity, fewer fixed rules, and more tolerance for risk taking. Digitally savvy employees tend to be fast learners who crave responsibility and impact, but they will make mistakes; a culture that accepts failure is essential.

The new culture should also extend to the workspace, utilizing progressive office design to attract talent and foster innovation. We usually associate venture rooms and open workspaces with startups and the tech industry, but companies such as Telekom Deutschland and Lufthansa are already using them.

We note that these changes appeal not only to digital talent but also to many of the other types of talent that are in high demand today, including designers, biotech
experts, sustainability engineers, lean champions, quality experts, business minds, and others being hired from the digital-native generations. This young talent tends to want and like similar things, as the new digital mindset is as much generational as functional. Any company that is adapting to this mindset is also taking a significant step in the larger organizational transformation that is now underway, as the new ways of working go well beyond the field of digital. (See Twelve Forces That Will Radically Change How Organizations Work, BCG Focus, March 2017, one of the other publications in the New New Way of Working Series.)
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